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ABSTRACT
Aim
Assessment of knowledge on use of research methodology among central India
orthodontic postgraduate students
Materials and method
A sample size of 100 is taken, all participant were given the questionnaire in hand on
workshops conducted in central India. All students participating in this study had to
complete the document individually. Questionnaire was structured to include four basic
sections: the demographics of participants, attitude towards statistics and epidemiology,
self-reported confidence on biostatistics and epidemiology, and a knowledge section
comprising 13 questions.
Results
Statistical analysis is performed using SPSS version 22, The mean correct answers of the
participants were 53.8 per cent with a 95 per cent CI of 50.2–57.3 per cent. This score
was not influenced by gender, years elapsed from graduation, other advanced degree, or
year of study; the sole parameter, which seemed to influence this score was attendance
at a Research methodology course.
Conclusion
The score of the questionnaire was quite low and there is a need for upgradation of
knowledge of CentraI India postgraduate orthodontic on research methodology.
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INTRODUCTION
With this stress placed on evidence-based
care, the practician is round-faced with
variety of articles, that address many
clinical problems, assessing treatment
modalities and exploring the prognostic
worth of assorted factors on dental
medicine therapeutic outcome. This
method desires a considerable level of
experience of the reader to appraise the
look, methodology, knowledge analysis,
and interpretation of findings of relevant
studies to hit conclusions.

characteristics, orthodontic research deals
with
outcome
assessment
and
comparative analysis of population
variables, materials, and basic sciences. As
such, it includes a wide range of analyses
and, therefore, requires a thorough
understanding of Research metodology,
which would better equip the practicing
clinician to critically review the literature
and formulate an informed decision on the
validity of novel diagnostic methods and
the effectiveness of treatment modalities.

The preceding needs, in conjunction with
the
more
and
more
increasing
complexness of applied biostatistics
reportable within the literature, build
science a fancy task.

This is the reason that courses on
biostatistics and epidemiology have been
included in all guidelines of contemporary
postgraduate
orthodontic
education
aiming to provide relevant familiarity and
competence (van der Linden, 19926 ;
Commission on Dental Accreditation,
200616; Athanasiou et al., 200920).

In health care sciences, understanding
biostatistics could have vital implications
in modulating clinical apply because it
possesses an outsized impact on evidencebased
diagnostic
and
treatment
applications. Similarly in lecturers, ample
information of epidemiologic principles is
needed to successfully conduct a study
and properly analyze knowledge derived
from clinical investigations22
To overcome these deficiencies, surveys
are conducted to record the information of
health care professionals on biostatistics
and medicine, in addition on determine
influencing factors. These surveys have
mainly targeted specializing physicians
and have shown that even those who are
more familiar with the literature and
research
principles
have
limited
biostatistical knowledge and an impaired
capacity to understand a number of
epidemiological basics (Berwick et al.,
19812 ; Altman and Bland, 19915 ;
O’Donell, 200413; Estellat et al., 200617;
Windish et al., 200719).
A review of the available literature
revealed a sole source of evidence on this
subject as it relates to dentistry (El
Tantawi, 200920). Because of its unique

The purpose of this survey was to explore
the level of postgraduate students’
knowledge on research methodology. The
overall objective was to identify areas
where emphasis should be placed in
postgraduate orthodontic curriculam.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
Subjects
The subjects for the study is selected from
the Post graduate student of Orthodontics
of Central India Dental Colleges
Method
A questionnaire was structured to include
four basic sections: the demographics of
participants, attitude towards statistics
and
epidemiology,
self-reported
confidence
on
biostatistics
and
epidemiology, and a knowledge section
comprising 13 questions.
The first section included personal data
(age and gender), current education level,
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and past statistical education of the
participants.
The second and third parts rated, on a
five-point scale, from strongly disagree—
no confidence to strongly agree—
confidently, the self perceived knowledge
of responders.
The last section included questions on
various statistical subjects in the form of
cases or research in the orthodontic field.

Data were further analysed with multiple
linear regression modelling to determine
the adjusted/ unconfounded effect of
possible knowledge score predictors.
A two-tailed P value of 0.05 was
considered statistically significant with a
95 per cent confidence interval (95% CI).
All analyses were performed with the
SPSS version 22.0 software .
INCLUSION CRITERIA

A sample size of 100 is taken, all
participant were given the questionaire in
hand on workshops conducted in central
India.

Post graduate student of Orthodontics of
Central India Dental College

All students participating in this study had
to complete the document individually(i.e.
no
collaboration,
discussion
with
colleagues, searching the Internet or
books).

 Postgraduate
student
of
other
department other than orthodontic
postgraduate students

After completion of the questionnaire, the
student were asked to return the
questionnaires, using the self-addressed
envelope provided.
The
frequency
distributions
of
demographic
characteristics
of
participants were examined and the
percentage of participants who agreed or
strongly agreed with each attitudinal
statement were calculated; percentages of
participants who felt fairly to highly
confident for each confidence statement
were also determined.
Knowledge scores were calculated by the
percentage of correct answers; missing
values were counted as incorrect answers.
As values of mean knowledge scores
obtained were found to be approximately
normally distributed, the Student’s t-test
or one-way analysis of variance, where
appropriate, were utilized to determine
the participants’ characteristics associated
with mean knowledge scores.

EXCLUSION CRITERIA

 Postgraduate student of rest of india
other than central india
 General Practioner
 Lecturer, Associate Professor, Professor
RESULTS
The results are depicted from table 1-5
based
on
demographics,
attitude,
knowledge and attendance of training on
research methodology.
98 from a total of 100 orthodontic
students who replied completed the
questionnaire. The mean correct answers
of the participants were 53.8 per cent with
a 95 per cent CI of 50.2–57.3 per cent.
This score was not influenced by gender,
years elapsed from graduation, other
advanced degree, or year of study; the sole
parameter, which seemed to influence this
score was attendance at a Research
methodology course (61.9 versus 49.5 per
cent score of participants who had
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previously taken a course versus those
who had not, P < 0.001). The knowledge on
Research methodology of orthodontic

postgraduate students in central India is
only influenced by previous relevant
education.

Table 1
Demographic characteristic of the 100 postgraduate students who participated in the survey.
CHARACTERISTIC
State

Gender (%)
Age range (years)

Current level of
training, academic
year

Previous
training/course
work in
Research
Methodology

CATEGORY
Maharashtra
Chattisgarh
Madhya pradesh
Female
Male
≤26
27-30
≥31
First year post
graduate
Second year
postgraduate
Third year post
graduate
YES
NO

N
40
30
30
68
32
30
58
12
35

%
40
30
30
68
32
30
58
12
35

45

45

20

20

44

44

56

56

Table 2
Percentages of correct answers for the knowledge questions.
Question
Knowledge objective

Correct answer
%

Question based on search
engine
Question based on
epidemiology
Questionbasedon
biostatistics

48.8
49.7
43.5

95% confidence interval
(95% CI)
40.8-56.8
41.7-57.7
35.5-51.5
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Table 3
Attitudes towards biostatistics and confidence of 100 participants.

Attitude statement
I would like to gain more knowledge on
biostatistics
I understand all the statistical terms seen
in journal articles
I often use statistical information to
formulate decisions in orthodontic
treatment

Agree or strongly agree
N
%
60
60
25

25

15

15

Confidence statement

Fairly to highly confident

I can interpret the P-value for a given test

N
80

%
80

60

60

85

85

I can interpret the results of a statistical
analysis reported in journal articles
I can assess the soundness of a statistical
method used in research
Table 4

Knowledge scores by selected participants’ characteristics.
Characteristic

Gender (%)
Agerange
(years)

Category

Male
Female
≤26
27-30
≥31
First year
Second year
Third year

Current level
of
training/year
(%)
Previous
Yes
training/
coursework in
No
Research
methdology
*Analysis by t-test.

Mean correct
%

P-value

45.5
48.1
50.5
52.4
48.2
35.8
50.7
48.4

95%
confidence
interval
40.2-49.1
44.1-53.2
45.5-55.5
47.4-56.4
43.2-52.2
30.8-40.8
45.7-51.7
43.4-53.5

51

46-56

49

45-54

NS*
NS**

NS**

0.001

**Analysis by one-way analysis of variance.
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Table 5

Multiple regression-derived estimate of knowledge score difference related to previous
Research methodology training and corresponding 95% CI among 100 participants.
Predictor

Category

Adjusted score
difference (%)
21.8

95% CI

Previous
14.3-29.4
training/
coursework in
YES
Research
NO
Baseline
methodology
*Score difference adjusted for gender, age, and training level.

P-value
0.002

DISCUSSION
The results of this survey showed that
orthodontic postgraduate students’
knowledge on Research methodology
in Central India is only influenced by
previous relevant education.
As
expected from other surveys, advanced
statistical
tests,
such
as
Cox
proportional hazard regression, were
difficult to correctly identify by most of
the participants (Horton and Switzer,
200515; Windish et al., 200719); the
present study showed only 17 per cent
correctly answered this question.
However, the finding that almost 9 out
of 10 students could not correctly
utilize a chi-square test, and even less
were able to identify a case–control
study, emphasizes the importance of
the requirement for substantial
comprehensive education on research
methodology in postgraduate dental
medicine education.
Although the above finding is in
agreement with the participants’ selfassessment outcome, which revealed a
lack of understanding of research
methodological terms as well as their
desire to acquire further knowledge on

the subject, it is still surprising because
of the widespread use of chi-square test
in both applied and clinical orthodontic
research.
It may be value noting that the literature
is replete with studies news that medical
and dental students and instructors don't
perceive basic statistics and typically offer
wrong
interpretations
of
applied
biostatical statements, despite the growth
in statistical use (Weiss and Samet,
19801; Berwick et al., 19812; Wulff et al.,
19874; Altman and Bland, 19915;O’Donell
200413; Estellat et al.,200617; Windish et
al., 200719; El Tantawi, 200920).
This lack of understanding may lead to
both an erroneous interpretation of
research findings and a lack of ability to
critically review the evidence presented
in relevant articles. This raises a question
on the applicability of clinical research in
practice and the necessity for authors to
emphasize the findings in a clear and
concise manner in the Results and
Conclusions sections.
Previous studies have shown that
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biostatistics area unit thought of
necessary however to not such an extent
as different elements of the dental
medicine programme (West and Ficalora,
200718).This could be explained by the
fact that biostatistics is most often taught
as an independent undergraduate course
(West and Ficalora, 200718), which may

preclude the appropriate emphasis being
placed on the clinical application of
terms. One of the advantages of the
present survey is that it included central
india which include three state
Maharashtra,
Madhya
Pradesh,
chattishgarh . Despite the variation in
postgraduat e curricula among the states
included in this survey, the inability to
identify a chi -square test or a case–
control study showed decreased
variance with a 95% CI of 11–17 and 0–
6 per cent, respectively.
This finding implies a need to modify
the current curriculum format on
research methodology in orthodontics
and to include topics that would focus
on research design of methods most
frequently encountered in orthodontic
research (materials and applied
research, clinical trials, and basic
research). This idea is further
supported by the finding that no
differences were found between
doctoral and master level students.
Knowledge of the English language may
not constitute a factor influencing the
responses since there was an agreement
in the false answers in this specific
question regardless of origin. The
argument that the example reported in
the question on chi -square might have
been affected by the assumption of the
variable ‘flossing’ as quantitative is not
valid because firstly, for dental care
professionals, the term flossing implies a
correct exercise of this hygiene effect and
secondly, even if that was considered as a

quantitative variable, the appropriate
response should have been different, that
is analysis of variance, from that
recorded by the majority of participants.
This survey was addressed completely to
dental medicine postgraduate students
and therefore the form content was
derived from analysis printed in dental
medicine journals. Nonetheless, the
results might be generalized to dental
specialty training, since biostatistics at
the g raduate level is usually taught
within the core course programme, and
as such is directed to postgraduate
students in general.
The validity of this hypothesis is
confirmed by the results of a recent
survey (El Tantawi, 200920), where the
statistical
knowledge
of
dental
postgraduate
students
was
not
influenced by the curriculum of a specific
dental specialty. The present study
identified
the
attendance
of
a
biostatistics/epidemiology course as the
sole factor that influenced the mean
correct score of participants.

The association of statistical knowledge
and previous training in this field is a
common finding in related research
(West and Ficalora, 2007 18; Windish et
al., 200719).
Similarly, this study showed no impact of
gender, years since graduation, other
advanced degree, or year of study on
knowledge mean score.
Nonetheless, an effect of gender on the
statistical knowledge is an isolated finding
in some studies (Godwin and Seguin, 2003
12; Windish et al., 200719), whereas many
studies lack gender comparison (Weiss
and Samet, 19801; Berwick et al., 19812;
Wulff et al., 19874; Cheatham, 200010;
Ambrosius and Manatunga, 200211;
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Estellat et al., 200617).
CONCLUSION
The mean correct answers of postgraduate
orthodontic students to questionnaire was
53.8 per cent This score was not influenced
by gender, years elapsed from graduation or
year of study; the sole parameter, which
seemed to influence this score was
attendance at research methodology training.
The score was quite low and there is a need
for upgrdation of knowledge of Central
India
postgraduate orthodontic on
research methodology.
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